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Abstract—We investigate the potential of different pre-fetching and/or caching strategies for different user behaviour with respect to surfing or browsing in a catch-up-TV network. To this end we identify accounts and channels associated with strong or weak surfing or browsing respectively and study the distributions of hold times for the different types of behaviour. Finally we present results from a request prediction model and a caching simulation for the different types of behaviour and find that the results are relatively similar.

I. INTRODUCTION

A provider of a service or product should strive to keep the customer satisfied. In the context of IPTV and Video on Demand (VoD) this includes providing as low a latency as possible between user action and service delivery. Reducing the zapping time, i.e. the time from channel selection to start of playout, is one example, quick reaction to fast forward, rewind or shelving. A solution is to predict the user’s next action and prefetch larger or smaller program parts accordingly. The challenge is to predict the correct content, but also to prefetch the right amount of this content so that the zapping time is as low as possible while the continued playout will be performed without glitches. To download data that is never used is of course a waste of resources.

When browsing or zapping, quickly switching from one TV channel to another, a user initiates many program views but consumes only a small part. Reducing the zapping time in IPTV services is essential for the user’s perceived quality (QoE) [7]. Reducing unnecessary downloads of unseen parts of programs is also of importance not only for fixed access networks but also in mobile networks [6][4].

VoD services have been studied regarding both prefetching and caching, but using the same strategy for all subscribers. Users groups’ variant behaviour, specially regarding zapping, is expected to influence the network’s prefetching and caching strategies. Very little has previously been studied regarding prefetching and caching strategies adaption to user profiles in VoD networks. This study tries to narrow this research gap by studying users as well as channels in this context. Two user groups, zappers and loyals are identified and their impact on prefetching and caching in a so called Catch-Up TV network is analysed. Furthermore, differences between zapping prone and loyal prone channels are presented. Zappers changes quickly from program to program searching for the wanted view while loyals consumes the first selection to the end before requesting another view.

The studied operator’s service is to offer channels’ subscribers with the option of watching programs in retrospect. Users in the studied network subscribe to some, but not necessarily all, of the available channels. Their selection of views is for series and episodes rather than channels.

Earlier studies have analysed zapping in broadcast or IPTV networks. Cha et al. have analysed user behaviour in an IPTV network [2]. Three user modes were defined and analysed, surfing which is the equivalent to what herein is called zapping, viewing, and away. In [5] Gopalakrishnan et al. are modelling the behaviour of a single user - the Couch Potato - viewing session with events like Start, Pause, Play, Fast Forward, and Rewind. From state Play 63% of all state changes go into Fast Forward, an indication of zapping behaviour. Ali-Edin et al. discusses the impatient user behaviour in [1]. In their study over 90% of all sessions last less than one hour, and 20% less than 30 seconds. A comparison with Yu et al. [8] shows the same behaviour, except for views lasting longer than 10 minutes. The impact on prefetching and caching is not studied.

In a broadcast or IPTV network means changing of channels. In a catch-up TV network or a play service zapping have another modus, users tend to follow series and switches between episodes rather than channels. The analysis by Du et al. in [3] is focused on pre-fetching in a Video on Demand service but has also looked into the viewing time per request. 20% of all requests are shorter than two minutes, which can be defined as zapping. The impact from zapping on caching and/or pre-fetching strategies has also been studied by Du et al. [3] and Zhang [9]. In these studies no categorisation of
II. IDENTIFYING AND DISCUSSING ZAPPERS AND LOYALS

The dataset from the IPTV operator consists of logged and time-stamped request events. It contains over 17 million requests from about 570,000 accounts viewing more than 80 TV channels. Only logged data from what can be denoted as active accounts were included. An active account is defined by belonging to the 30% of all individual accounts that contribute to 75% of all requests, see Figure 2.

The analysed dataset lacks logging of when a user stops viewing a program or even starts viewing it; only the time when the user requested a specific program is recorded. The program hold time needed for the zapping ratio thus had to be estimated.

\[ p_i = \min \{ (r_{i+1} - r_i), (e_i - s_i) \}, i = \{1, \ldots, (l - 1)\} \]

\( p_i \) is the program hold time for request \( i \) within one session, \( r_i \) is the time request \( i \) is made and \( l \) is the number of requests in the viewing session. \( s_i \) and \( e_i \) is the start and end hour of when the requested program \( i \) was originally broadcast.

\( p_i \) for \( i = l \), that is the last request in a session has to be an educated guess, if not omitted. Omitting the last request in each session has effect on the number of requests per session, and the sessions will be shorter and more frequent since the majority of the last requests has to have an estimated duration of a full program view. In our case the study is aimed at browsing and thus this choice has little or no effect.

In Figure 1, the frequency of program hold times during the measurement period and the viewed program’s full duration are plotted in a log-log diagram. The graph resembles one found in [2] where the frequency of channel hold time is plotted. The main difference is that in [2] TV channels are studied. TV channels have more or less infinite duration. Programs on the other hand are finite, which of course has an impact on the program hold time; the latter cannot be longer than the former. The two minor peaks between 10 minutes and 1 hour and the greater gradient of the second part of the plot are explained by this fact.

From the peak at 40 seconds and up to approximately 15 minutes the graph in Figure 1 follows a power-law distribution. The referenced plot in [2] has the peak at channel hold time 4 seconds, while in Figure 1 the peak is at program hold time 40 seconds. One minute, as suggested by Cha et al and others, as an upper delimiter for zapping cannot be used here. Instead 300 seconds is proposed as more appropriate for this study.

A zapping ratio was calculated according to

\[ R_a = \frac{Z_a}{N_a} \]

where \( Z_a \) is number of requests shorter than 300 seconds, herein called zapping request, and \( N_a \) is the total number of requests for an active account \( a \).

Figure 3 shows the zapping ratio CDF for all users in the active users list. These users were then divided into the two user groups, zappers and loyals, according to the zapping ratio. The top 10% accounts with highest zapping ratio were designated as zappers (17385 accounts) and the 10% accounts with lowest zapping ratio as loyals (19899 accounts). The expressed gradients in Figure 3 point out that per each full program view the user makes one, two or three “zapping” requests.

Users are normally loyal to a few channels, see Figure 4, in
Figure 4. Number of channels, programs, sessions and requests per user. Outliers are removed.

Figure 5. CDF of zapping ratio for two different channels.

As can be seen in Figure 5 we can also see that there is a difference in the zapping ratio distribution between two of the channels in the network, one movie channel and one with mixed content. All requests for the specific channel are evaluated per account. For the movie channel 45% of all accounts have no zapping request, while for the mixed channel the same behaviour is found in approximately 25% accounts. It is therefore of interest to compare also channel’s request patterns. The channels were sorted according to zapping prone account frequency. The top 10% channels with the highest number of zapping prone accounts (9 channels) and the 10% of the channels with lowest number of zapping prone accounts (7 channels) were grouped.

III. PREFERENCE-FETCHING AND CACHING

In [9] Zhang analyses the next events for one specific channel. By repeating these measurements for zappers and loyals separately over all channels in the network it is possible to make an analysis regarding different gains of prediction of episodes of the same series.

Figure 7 reflects the probability of a user watching episode $X$ of a series as next event requests episode $X + i$ where $i \in \{-10, +10\}$. $i = 0$ corresponds to the cases where the user request the same episode again. Note that it is not possible to see from the recorded data where in an episode the user starts viewing. Events corresponding to $X + 0$ could very well be cases where the user has paused the viewing for a longer period.

Loyals have a higher tendency than zappers to go from episode $X$ to episode $X + 1$ as shown by Figure 7. Zappers on the other hand requests previous episodes more likely than loyals. This could indicate that loyals are more pro-active by

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table I</th>
<th>AVERAGE AND STANDARD DEVIATIONS OVER ALL SESSIONS FOR ZAPPERS AND LOYALS.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Zapping Accounts</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Session duration (s)</td>
<td>$2434 \pm 1752.36$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Requests/session</td>
<td>$1.92 \pm 2.09$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Episodes/session</td>
<td>$1.69 \pm 1.48$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Episodes/Requests</td>
<td>$0.95 \pm 0.14$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table II</th>
<th>AVERAGE AND STANDARD DEVIATIONS OVER ALL SESSIONS FOR ZAPPING AND LOYAL PRONE CHANNELS.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Zapping Channels</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Session duration (s)</td>
<td>$1935.19 \pm 1216.61$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Requests/session</td>
<td>$1.79 \pm 1.62$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Episodes/session</td>
<td>$1.61 \pm 1.19$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Episodes/Requests</td>
<td>$0.95 \pm 0.13$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

noted that removing "noise" by excluding non active accounts (see section II) might impact on the number of loyals.

The requests per session average is nearly the same for the two user groups, but the standard deviation for zappers is double that for loyals. The difference in session length is pronounced when comparing zapping prone and loyal prone channels.

A note on self-fulfilling: zappers have been defined to have a high ratio of requests with program hold times $\leq 300$ seconds. It is obvious that this definition by intention introduces a bias regarding the number of shorter program hold times for the two user groups, see Figure 6 at 300 seconds. It should also be noted that removing "noise" by excluding non active accounts (see section II) might impact on the number of loyals.

III. PRE-FETCHING AND CACHING

In [9] Zhang analyses the next events for one specific channel. By repeating these measurements for zappers and loyals separately over all channels in the network it is possible to make an analysis regarding different gains of prediction of episodes of the same series.

Figure 7 reflects the probability of a user watching episode $X$ of a series as next event requests episode $X + i$ where $i \in \{-10, +10\}$. $i = 0$ corresponds to the cases where the user request the same episode again. Note that it is not possible to see from the recorded data where in an episode the user starts viewing. Events corresponding to $X + 0$ could very well be cases where the user has paused the viewing for a longer period.

Loyals have a higher tendency than zappers to go from episode $X$ to episode $X + 1$ as shown by Figure 7. Zappers on the other hand requests previous episodes more likely than loyals. This could indicate that loyals are more pro-active by

Figure 6. PDF for Program Hold Times. Note the logarithmic scale on the Y axis.
making more founded viewing choices, while zappers could to a higher extent be said to be more re-active and just pick a reasonable episode and change if the choice was wrong.

A notable remark is that in the current study more than 53% of the next viewing event for zappers is for another series than the current view and 45% for loyals; Zappers are less loyal to series.

Zappers gain slightly more from personal caching than loyals, Figure 8. The mean hit rate for zappers is \(0.25 \pm 0.16\) and \(0.15 \pm 0.15\) for loyals. This is in accordance with the findings in Table I; Zappers have more request per episodes than loyals.

IV. CONCLUSION

According to [2] the median and average channel hold times are very different: 8 seconds and 14.8 minutes respectively. In this study the median program hold time is 11.0 minutes and the average is 20.3 minutes. The zappers in this study can thus be said to be more patient, or perhaps more informed before starting the session, compared to IPTV subscribers.

Overall, 80-85% of the sessions contain only one or two program requests, this indicating that most of the users are informed of what content is requested before starting a viewing session. Even so the analysis indicates that identifying the two user groups zappers and loyals is beneficial. Zappers, as being more impatient than loyals, can gain from a shorter play-out delay. Zappers can also benefit from prefetching of not only episode \(X + 1\) but also episode \(X - 1\). Zappers also show more value in personal caching than loyals.

Zappers are less loyal to series, but if this implies that zappers also are less loyal to channels is a matter for future studies. Note, that users subscribe to a limited selection of channels, which limits their possibility to show channel disloyalty.

Not only can zapping prone subscribers be identified but also zapping prone channels exist. Thus, profiling of both subscribers and channels enabling adaption of e.g. playout delay and prefetching and caching strategies per profile is suggested as a mean of increasing subscriber QoE and satisfaction. The outcome of introducing profiling has to be analysed further in future work.
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